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from the imagination behind flowers in the attic comes a sensational new novel that spins a seductive web between
fantasies and lies and uncovers the price for keeping struggling to survive her dysfunctional family in order to
protect its estate promising drama school student rain finds her world unravelling in the face of a tragedy from
which she finds solace in the arms of a loving man cinnamon loves the shadows because that s where no one can find
her for cinnamon dreaming of imaginary worlds and characters is her only escape from her mother s breakdowns her
grandmother s overbearing control her family s turmoil but cinnamon is discovering something special about herself
a gift from deep within that sets her apart a talent for the theater that would finally give her a chance to truly
escape rain grew up in the ghettos but when she is sent to live with her biological parents she is also out of place
in this world of wealth and privilege this is the first in a thrilling new series by bestselling author v c andrews this
novel ties together the orphans butterfly crystal brooke and raven from the orphans series and follows them
through the harrowing search for their secret deeply buried pasts after her aunt suddenly dies sixteen year old
summer learns about the hudson family secrets and discovers that both she and her cousin harley are in grave
danger discovering that the beloved mother she had thought dead is actually still alive melody logan tries to
deny her suspicions about her mother s hostility and seeks to unlock the truth about her own past a young girl is
thrust into a different family and an evil web of unspoken sins copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved for talented
teenager rose life becomes a twisted mess of wealth and greed after her fathers death an unlikely hero shows rose
the way to happiness the only family ruby landry has ever known are her loving grandparents although her mother
is dead and she has never met her mysterious father ruby is grateful for all she has especially when her attraction
for handsome paul tate blossoms into a wonderful love but paul s wealthy parents forbid him to associate with
a poor landry and when ruby s grandmother dies she is forced to seek out the father she has never known in his vast
new orleans mansion there in a house of lies madness and cruel torment a shameful deception comes to light and
ruby must cling to her memories of paul for only their love can save her now sent to live with her wealthy
relatives after her mother s death melody logan finds she must learn the story of her veiled past before she can
begin her new life written in the style of virginia andrews this novel continues the story of the cutler family dawn
putting behind her the tortured past at butler s cove faces a bright new life in new york second in a series beginning
with dawn and followed by twilight s child midnight whispers and darkest hour long before garden of shadows the
prequel to flowers in the attic a young girl named corrine dixon met garland foxworth and after a short
passionate rendezvous the two shared a forbidden and complicated relationship now in this evocative and thrilling
tale from new york times bestselling author v c andrews discover the fascinating family history of the
dollanganger clan and how they came to be as a result of a fast and passionate seduction laura logan dreams of
a glorious cape cod day when all the dark secrets are swept away for laura logan life on cape cod has been
nearly perfect full of magical days spent enjoying the sea with her beloved twin brother cary but then like the
creeping of the tides the vicious rumors at school begin cruel voices saying unspeakable things about the logans
laura tries to ignore them but not until handsome gentle robert royce moves to their town does she feel truly
carefree and happy again while robert s smile drives the shadows from laura s heart she still worries about cary
whose gloomy moods drift in like the coastal fog and then grandma olivia issues a chilling threat forbidding laura
to see robert ever again alone to suffer because of dark secrets no one will explain laura obeys until the miracle
of a glorious summer leads her back into robert s arms but dark thunderclouds have been gathering on the horizon
and when they suddenly burst with tragedy they howl a name from the logans shameful past that plunges laura
into a silent terrible agony now laura can only dream of the warm sun filled life she so desperately desires an
orphan by fate all crystal wants is a family of her own and to escape her past this is the second book in the
enthralling delia series follows the experiences of heaven one of the very poor casteel children who are sold to
different families by their father copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved growing up in a small west virginia mining
town melody logan feels secure in her father s love despite her mother s obvious unhappiness then he is killed and
melody s mother dumps her with her father s family who are total strangers to melody the bestselling v c andrews
follows the success of rain with the second novel in the thrilling hudson series when her beloved adoptive mother
dies rain flees to london and embarks on a new journey that will reveal even darker and more devastating secrets
about her true family long buried secrets that some people will do anything to protect it began with the 1 new
york times bestseller ruby now the enthralling landry family series continues even after a year as a dumas ruby
still wonders at the splendor of the family s new orleans mansion and she rejoices in the love of the father she had
never known but when she goes to an exclusive girls boarding school tragedy strikes copyright libri gmbh all
rights reserved psychological suspense the second book in andrews s compelling early spring series about a young
girl who grows up too fast and discovers her family s hidden secrets in the attic when our group sessions had
ended i really didn t believe that the other girls wanted to be friends and keep in touch even though we all said so
she wasn t a little girl anymore but who was she really an orphan named butterfly struggles to break free of her
painful past from new york times bestselling author and literary phenomenon virginia andrews flowers in the attic
my sweet audrina comes a shivery gothic tale of romance class divisions and the secrets that haunt families for
generations ever since fern could remember she and her mother have lived as servants in wyndemere house the old
gothic mansion of the davenport family she may have been a servant but ferndeveloped a sweet friendship with dr
davenport s son ryder and she was even allowed free range of the estate but dr davenport has remarried and his
new wife has very different ideas about a servant s place now fern and her mother are subject to cruel punishments
harsh conditions and aren t even allowed to use the front door yet for all her wrath the cruel woman cannot
break the mysterious bond between ryder and fern and when ryder invites fern to join his friends at prom there s
nothing mrs davenport can do to stop them nor can she continue to guard the secret that haunts the women of
wyndemere but there s nothing she won t try after all reputation is everything a new novel from beloved author
virginia andrews and the start of a new trilogy house of secrets is sure to delight fans everywhere ice wishes she
could just become invisible ice hides from the world behind a shield of silence and that is what her mother hates
about her all she wants is a normal daughter who wears makeup and sexy clothes to attract boys but ice gets
her chance to shine when she reveals her beautiful singing voice and her extraordinary gift may become her saving
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grace when tragedy and deception almost destroy her dreams prequel to heaven the first volume in the casteel
saga which reveals the shocking events which led to the death of young heaven s beautiful mother copyright libri
gmbh all rights reserved honey never understood her grandfather s religiously fanatical and disapproving eye while
growing up in rural ohio to him everything was a sin when honey is paired with wealthy piano student chandler
maxwell for music practice she feels she s found her soul mate but her happiness may be short lived as a shocking
family secret comes to light fourth in the shooting stars miniseries roxy wilcox has always been rebellious and
defiant unlike her sweet obedient younger sister emmie after sixteen years of trying to discipline roxy their father
snaps and kicks her out of their manhattan town house alone in the city roxy must find a way to make it big and
show them all the house in the wood was picturesque and charming the family who lived there were happy and
affluent so what was the secret of the room empty of everything but the rocking chair audrina wanted to be as
good as her sister audrina knew her parents could not love her as they loved her sister her sister was perfect much
loved and dead but how did she die who was audrina and who did she have to become what was the secret that
everyone knew everyone except sweet audrina the haunting story of love and deceit innocence and betrayal and
terrible family secrets torn between two worlds and two loves will delia be able to follow her heart enticed by
the glamour and privilege of life in palm springs california delia yebarra is convinced by her cousin edward to leave
her mexican village and begin a new life in america but in a world where ruthless ambition and cruel lies are the norm
will delia be able to handle the pressures of this high powered lifestyle as delia quickly gains a large group of
friends and admirers at her exclusive private high school her spiteful cousin sophia becomes jealous of her beauty
and popularity seething with envy she sets out to destroy delia by spreading malicious rumours and when tragedy
strikes back in mexico as well will delia find herself caught between her old and new lives with no where to call
home the second book in andrews s compelling early spring series about a young girl who grows up too fast and
discovers her family s hidden secrets in the attic she grew up in the shadows of lies now the past will come to light
as a child she was baby celeste the one thing that kept her mother in touch with reality but now her mother is in an
institution and 16 year old celeste atwell is alone in the world adopted by a wealthy couple celeste has
everything a girl could desire designer clothes luxury cars even a handsome boyfriend but her indulgence may come
at a steep price because the secrets hidden within her new family are too dangerous to keep under wraps four
teenage girls with secrets to hide and nothing in common but their miserable childhoods all misty ever wanted was a
normal family but like so many others misty s parents split up now they use their daughter to hurt each other to
deliver tiny cruelties in an endless stream misty knows her parents love her but she has an unspeakable secret that
burns in the core of her being she hates them star too is hiding her pain only when she decides to reveal her secret
will she be able to face the nightmares of her past but misty and star are nothing like jade they don t know what it
s like to be a pawn in a courtroom battle or to be lured into an ordeal too traumatic ever to forget then there s
cat who has the darkest most horrifying secret of all one by one in dr marlowe s group therapy sessions the
wildflowers tell their shocking stories some things however should be left buried forever after discovering her
true identity willow de beers leaves her north carolina town to live with her real mother and her half brother in
palm beach florida caught up in a world of glamour and extravagant wealth where nosy neighbours fuelled by
gossip and greed keep an eye on her eccentric family willow is determined to make a fresh start thatcher eaton the
debonair lawyer uses his intoxicating charm once again this time convincing willow to give him her hand in marriage
it s to be the ritziest wedding of the decade even by palm beach standards but as future plans are made families feud
and rumours fly and willow learns the horrifying truth from the darkest of secrets there is no escape misty has an
unspeakable secret she hates her parents divorced they use misty to hurt each other misty thinks she s all alone
but she s about to meet three other girls who are just like her wealth extravagant parties celebrity status were
things willow de beers could only dream of until now after discovering deep family secrets in her adoptive father s
diary willow leaves her north carolina college and sets out in search of her birth family amid the ritzy glamour of
palm beach using an assumed name and pretending to conduct a study of one of the nation s wealthiest communities
willow takes florida s premier city by storm but as she spirals into a passionate love affair with young lawyer
thatcher eaton and becomes intoxicated with the lifestyles of the rich and famous the dark truth about her birth
family threatens her fabulous new life pushing willow to the brink of insanity sequel to flowers in the attic cathy
s second son bart seems powered by a negative force cathy sees the warning signs but is cannot stop him in the dust
and shadows of the attic they shared everything fanciful stories high school crushes plans for the future dreams
to travel the world for karen the attic is her escape from the reality of her stepfather s unwanted attention
together in the eaves of a house with its own murderous history the best friends concoct a scheme that will put
karen s stepfather in his place it wasn t supposed to turn deadly but in the attic karen shares one more secret with
her best friend a secret to take to the grave



Secrets in the Shadows 2008 from the imagination behind flowers in the attic comes a sensational new novel that
spins a seductive web between fantasies and lies and uncovers the price for keeping
Eye of the Storm 2001 struggling to survive her dysfunctional family in order to protect its estate promising
drama school student rain finds her world unravelling in the face of a tragedy from which she finds solace in the
arms of a loving man
Cinnamon 2002 cinnamon loves the shadows because that s where no one can find her for cinnamon dreaming of
imaginary worlds and characters is her only escape from her mother s breakdowns her grandmother s overbearing
control her family s turmoil but cinnamon is discovering something special about herself a gift from deep within
that sets her apart a talent for the theater that would finally give her a chance to truly escape
Rain 2000 rain grew up in the ghettos but when she is sent to live with her biological parents she is also out of
place in this world of wealth and privilege this is the first in a thrilling new series by bestselling author v c
andrews
Runaways 1999 this novel ties together the orphans butterfly crystal brooke and raven from the orphans series
and follows them through the harrowing search for their secret deeply buried pasts
The End of the Rainbow 2001 after her aunt suddenly dies sixteen year old summer learns about the hudson family
secrets and discovers that both she and her cousin harley are in grave danger
Unfinished Symphony 1997 discovering that the beloved mother she had thought dead is actually still alive
melody logan tries to deny her suspicions about her mother s hostility and seeks to unlock the truth about her
own past
Dawn 1991 a young girl is thrust into a different family and an evil web of unspoken sins copyright libri gmbh all
rights reserved
Rose 2001 for talented teenager rose life becomes a twisted mess of wealth and greed after her fathers death an
unlikely hero shows rose the way to happiness
Ruby 1995 the only family ruby landry has ever known are her loving grandparents although her mother is dead
and she has never met her mysterious father ruby is grateful for all she has especially when her attraction for
handsome paul tate blossoms into a wonderful love but paul s wealthy parents forbid him to associate with a
poor landry and when ruby s grandmother dies she is forced to seek out the father she has never known in his vast
new orleans mansion there in a house of lies madness and cruel torment a shameful deception comes to light and
ruby must cling to her memories of paul for only their love can save her now
Heart Song 1998 sent to live with her wealthy relatives after her mother s death melody logan finds she must
learn the story of her veiled past before she can begin her new life
Secrets of the Morning 1991 written in the style of virginia andrews this novel continues the story of the cutler
family dawn putting behind her the tortured past at butler s cove faces a bright new life in new york second in a
series beginning with dawn and followed by twilight s child midnight whispers and darkest hour
Beneath the Attic 2019-11 long before garden of shadows the prequel to flowers in the attic a young girl named
corrine dixon met garland foxworth and after a short passionate rendezvous the two shared a forbidden and
complicated relationship now in this evocative and thrilling tale from new york times bestselling author v c
andrews discover the fascinating family history of the dollanganger clan and how they came to be as a result of
a fast and passionate seduction
Music in the Night 1999 laura logan dreams of a glorious cape cod day when all the dark secrets are swept away
for laura logan life on cape cod has been nearly perfect full of magical days spent enjoying the sea with her
beloved twin brother cary but then like the creeping of the tides the vicious rumors at school begin cruel voices
saying unspeakable things about the logans laura tries to ignore them but not until handsome gentle robert royce
moves to their town does she feel truly carefree and happy again while robert s smile drives the shadows from
laura s heart she still worries about cary whose gloomy moods drift in like the coastal fog and then grandma
olivia issues a chilling threat forbidding laura to see robert ever again alone to suffer because of dark secrets no
one will explain laura obeys until the miracle of a glorious summer leads her back into robert s arms but dark
thunderclouds have been gathering on the horizon and when they suddenly burst with tragedy they howl a name
from the logans shameful past that plunges laura into a silent terrible agony now laura can only dream of the
warm sun filled life she so desperately desires
Crystal 1998 an orphan by fate all crystal wants is a family of her own and to escape her past
Secret Whispers 2012-05 this is the second book in the enthralling delia series
Heaven 1985 follows the experiences of heaven one of the very poor casteel children who are sold to different
families by their father copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Melody 1998-01 growing up in a small west virginia mining town melody logan feels secure in her father s love
despite her mother s obvious unhappiness then he is killed and melody s mother dumps her with her father s family who
are total strangers to melody
Lightning Strikes 2000 the bestselling v c andrews follows the success of rain with the second novel in the
thrilling hudson series when her beloved adoptive mother dies rain flees to london and embarks on a new journey
that will reveal even darker and more devastating secrets about her true family long buried secrets that some
people will do anything to protect
Pearl in the Mist 1995 it began with the 1 new york times bestseller ruby now the enthralling landry family series
continues even after a year as a dumas ruby still wonders at the splendor of the family s new orleans mansion and
she rejoices in the love of the father she had never known but when she goes to an exclusive girls boarding school
tragedy strikes copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Twisted Roots 2002 psychological suspense
Scattered Leaves 2007 the second book in andrews s compelling early spring series about a young girl who grows
up too fast and discovers her family s hidden secrets in the attic
Into the Garden 2000 when our group sessions had ended i really didn t believe that the other girls wanted to be
friends and keep in touch even though we all said so
Girl in the Shadows 2006 she wasn t a little girl anymore but who was she really
Butterfly 1998 an orphan named butterfly struggles to break free of her painful past
House of Secrets 2018-01-30 from new york times bestselling author and literary phenomenon virginia andrews



flowers in the attic my sweet audrina comes a shivery gothic tale of romance class divisions and the secrets that
haunt families for generations ever since fern could remember she and her mother have lived as servants in wyndemere
house the old gothic mansion of the davenport family she may have been a servant but ferndeveloped a sweet
friendship with dr davenport s son ryder and she was even allowed free range of the estate but dr davenport has
remarried and his new wife has very different ideas about a servant s place now fern and her mother are subject to
cruel punishments harsh conditions and aren t even allowed to use the front door yet for all her wrath the cruel
woman cannot break the mysterious bond between ryder and fern and when ryder invites fern to join his friends at
prom there s nothing mrs davenport can do to stop them nor can she continue to guard the secret that haunts the
women of wyndemere but there s nothing she won t try after all reputation is everything a new novel from beloved
author virginia andrews and the start of a new trilogy house of secrets is sure to delight fans everywhere
Ice 2002 ice wishes she could just become invisible ice hides from the world behind a shield of silence and that is
what her mother hates about her all she wants is a normal daughter who wears makeup and sexy clothes to
attract boys but ice gets her chance to shine when she reveals her beautiful singing voice and her extraordinary
gift may become her saving grace when tragedy and deception almost destroy her dreams
Web of Dreams 1991 prequel to heaven the first volume in the casteel saga which reveals the shocking events
which led to the death of young heaven s beautiful mother copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Honey 2001 honey never understood her grandfather s religiously fanatical and disapproving eye while growing up
in rural ohio to him everything was a sin when honey is paired with wealthy piano student chandler maxwell for
music practice she feels she s found her soul mate but her happiness may be short lived as a shocking family secret
comes to light fourth in the shooting stars miniseries
Roxy's Story 2013 roxy wilcox has always been rebellious and defiant unlike her sweet obedient younger sister
emmie after sixteen years of trying to discipline roxy their father snaps and kicks her out of their manhattan town
house alone in the city roxy must find a way to make it big and show them all
My Sweet Audrina 1983 the house in the wood was picturesque and charming the family who lived there were happy
and affluent so what was the secret of the room empty of everything but the rocking chair audrina wanted to be
as good as her sister audrina knew her parents could not love her as they loved her sister her sister was perfect
much loved and dead but how did she die who was audrina and who did she have to become what was the secret
that everyone knew everyone except sweet audrina the haunting story of love and deceit innocence and betrayal
and terrible family secrets
Delia's Heart 2011 torn between two worlds and two loves will delia be able to follow her heart enticed by the
glamour and privilege of life in palm springs california delia yebarra is convinced by her cousin edward to leave her
mexican village and begin a new life in america but in a world where ruthless ambition and cruel lies are the norm
will delia be able to handle the pressures of this high powered lifestyle as delia quickly gains a large group of
friends and admirers at her exclusive private high school her spiteful cousin sophia becomes jealous of her beauty
and popularity seething with envy she sets out to destroy delia by spreading malicious rumours and when tragedy
strikes back in mexico as well will delia find herself caught between her old and new lives with no where to call
home
Scattered Leaves 2007 the second book in andrews s compelling early spring series about a young girl who grows
up too fast and discovers her family s hidden secrets in the attic
Child of Darkness 2007-01-31 she grew up in the shadows of lies now the past will come to light as a child she
was baby celeste the one thing that kept her mother in touch with reality but now her mother is in an institution
and 16 year old celeste atwell is alone in the world adopted by a wealthy couple celeste has everything a girl
could desire designer clothes luxury cars even a handsome boyfriend but her indulgence may come at a steep price
because the secrets hidden within her new family are too dangerous to keep under wraps
Wild Flowers 2002 four teenage girls with secrets to hide and nothing in common but their miserable childhoods
all misty ever wanted was a normal family but like so many others misty s parents split up now they use their
daughter to hurt each other to deliver tiny cruelties in an endless stream misty knows her parents love her but she
has an unspeakable secret that burns in the core of her being she hates them star too is hiding her pain only when she
decides to reveal her secret will she be able to face the nightmares of her past but misty and star are nothing like
jade they don t know what it s like to be a pawn in a courtroom battle or to be lured into an ordeal too
traumatic ever to forget then there s cat who has the darkest most horrifying secret of all one by one in dr
marlowe s group therapy sessions the wildflowers tell their shocking stories some things however should be left
buried forever
Wicked Forest 2004 after discovering her true identity willow de beers leaves her north carolina town to live
with her real mother and her half brother in palm beach florida caught up in a world of glamour and extravagant
wealth where nosy neighbours fuelled by gossip and greed keep an eye on her eccentric family willow is determined to
make a fresh start thatcher eaton the debonair lawyer uses his intoxicating charm once again this time convincing
willow to give him her hand in marriage it s to be the ritziest wedding of the decade even by palm beach standards
but as future plans are made families feud and rumours fly and willow learns the horrifying truth from the darkest
of secrets there is no escape
Misty 1999 misty has an unspeakable secret she hates her parents divorced they use misty to hurt each other misty
thinks she s all alone but she s about to meet three other girls who are just like her
Willow 2003-12-01 wealth extravagant parties celebrity status were things willow de beers could only dream
of until now after discovering deep family secrets in her adoptive father s diary willow leaves her north carolina
college and sets out in search of her birth family amid the ritzy glamour of palm beach using an assumed name and
pretending to conduct a study of one of the nation s wealthiest communities willow takes florida s premier city by
storm but as she spirals into a passionate love affair with young lawyer thatcher eaton and becomes intoxicated
with the lifestyles of the rich and famous the dark truth about her birth family threatens her fabulous new life
pushing willow to the brink of insanity
Seeds of Yesterday 1984 sequel to flowers in the attic cathy s second son bart seems powered by a negative
force cathy sees the warning signs but is cannot stop him
Secrets in the Attic 2010 in the dust and shadows of the attic they shared everything fanciful stories high
school crushes plans for the future dreams to travel the world for karen the attic is her escape from the reality



of her stepfather s unwanted attention together in the eaves of a house with its own murderous history the best
friends concoct a scheme that will put karen s stepfather in his place it wasn t supposed to turn deadly but in the
attic karen shares one more secret with her best friend a secret to take to the grave
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